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INT. JFK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT – MORNING1

SEPTEMBER 11 2001 – 7:48AM

IBRAHIM ALI (28) waits in line for his passport to be 
checked. He’s nervous, his fingers twitching on a tourist 
guide to the Empire State Building. A few places behind him 
are TWO MORE AL-QAEDA OPERATIVES. They glance up at Ibrahim – 
everything’s going to go perfectly.

Across the concourse sits REGUS BROOKES (29) – who a few 
years later will be referred to as The Amputee, but that life 
changing event has yet to happen. He sips at a latte while 
keeping a close eye on the three Al-Qaeda operatives.

The queue shortens, Ibrahim moves closer to the check in 
desk. Now he’s really nervous, beads of sweat roll down his 
forehead. His two colleagues look on concerned. Suddenly he 
makes the decision – he grabs his rucksack and heads for the 
exit. Brookes and the Al-Qaeda ops each respond. The ops set 
off after him. Brookes follows from a distance.

Ibrahim glances back, his former colleagues are closing in on 
him. Brookes nods across to AN AGENT DRESSED AS AIRPORT 
SECURITY who moves in and challenges the two operatives for 
ID. Forced to oblige or blow their plans, the two men watch 
as Ibrahim exits the concourse.

Ibrahim sees the two ops detained and quickens his pace – he 
must be next. He glances across to see another man – Brookes
– watching him. Brookes is closing in – he’s close to his 
prey – then a throng of tourists appear, consuming Ibrahim
into their number. He vanishes.

Brookes stands alone looking for a man who is no longer 
there.

EXT. HALMAND PROVINCE. VILLAGE – DAY3

In a blistering heat Brookes and OTHER SOLDIERS play soccer 
with some local kids. There’s laughter and friendship. But 
with the corner of his eye, Brookes is watching a man 
repairing a rusting taxi. That man is Ibrahim.

When the game ends – with the kids winning – one of the kids 
runs over to Ibrahim, it is his SON (9). They laugh and his 
son hands Ibrahim a socket wrench. A woman, Ibrahim’s WIFE 
calls from across the square. He waves. It’s a scene of 
domestic bliss. His son tells him that they beat the soldiers 
in the soccer game causing Ibrahim to glance across and see… 
Brookes. He knows his time on the run is over. Ibrahim puts 
the key in the ignition of the taxi – it splutters to a 
start. He tells his son to go and bring over his mother. Then 
Ibrahim jumps in the taxi and makes a break for it.

Brookes races over to a parked UN Jeep and speeds off in 
pursuit.
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EXT. HALMAND PROVINCE. DESERT ROAD – DAY5

Ibrahim’s taxi bounces along the dust filled road.

INT. IBRAHIM’S TAXI – DAY6

Ibrahim flicks open the glove box and pulls out a HANDGUN.

EXT. HALMAND PROVINCE. DESERT ROAD – DAY7

Brookes’ UN Jeep is gaining fast on the old taxi. Dust fills 
the air – the jeep’s wipers are going full tilt to clear the 
dirt from the windscreen.

Ibrahim’s taxi is shaking itself to pieces. A side panel 
falls off.

Neither driver can see the metal lip of an IMPROVISED 
EXPLOSIVE DEVICE poking through the dusty road. The taxi 
speeds over it, its tyres missing by mere inches.

Brookes’ jeep is not so lucky – with an almighty blast the 
jeep is thrown from the road and bursts into flames. The 
engine smashes through, crushing his leg – a shard of steel 
from the dashboard rips through his arm. This is the moment 
he becomes The Amputee.

Ibrahim stops his taxi. Gun in hand, he heads towards to jeep 
with the intention of killing Brookes. When he gets to the 
jeep Brookes is unconscious, blood gushing from his severed 
leg. Ibrahim’s conscience kicks in again. He ties a 
tourniquet around Brookes’ thigh and leaves him to fate.

INT. WESTMINSTER. STARBUCKS - DAY8

A newly promoted CROMWELL meets up with elder statesman SIR 
SANJIT SONI. He wants him to run an off the books department 
for him: ‘Chief whips are too official; we need to be able to 
lean on people off the books. Make problems go away quickly – 
all above board, obviously.’ But unaccountable.

Sir Sanjit agrees to take the role.

INT. FORCES REHAB HOSPITAL – DAY9

Sir Sanjit visits Brookes at the rehab clinic. Brookes is 
working there, helping others while still getting treatment 
for his own injuries. Sir Sanjit offers him a job within a 
department he runs. He agrees but only if he can complete his 
last mission, to bring in Ibrahim. A deal is struck.

INT. CHIEF CONSTABLE’S OFFICE – DAY11

IONA SHREEVES is alone and uploading a Trojan to the desktop 
PC via a USB stick. A progress bar zips across the screen:

UPLOAD COMPLETE
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Shreeves grabs the USB stick and runs back to the guest chair 
just as the CHIEF CONSTABLE re-enters the office.

Shreeves raises her concerns about a new pure type of 
cannabis she is seeing used on the street. Nobody is taking 
her seriously – including the Chief Constable who gives her a 
good talking down. Shreeves leaves the office, cradling the 
USB stick in her hand.

When she has gone, the Chief Constable reaches for an OLD 
MOBILE PHONE.

INT. SHREEVE’S HOME – NIGHT13

SHREEVES’ HUSBAND has made a meal for them both. But Shreeves 
is not at the table. She is in the lounge on her laptop. On 
the screen is a live duplicate of the Chief Constable’s PC. 
Evidence of a cover up regarding genetically modified 
cannabis open up on the screen. Shreeves copies all this to 
her computer’s desktop.

She sends an email to The Journalist at The Independent – she 
now has the evidence. She will meet him at 2:00PM tomorrow at 
St Pancreas Station.

INT. PARKED CAR – NIGHT14

Brookes is on a laptop. Shreeves’ email is intercepted and 
appears on screen. Brookes alters the time to 3:00PM and 
sends it on.

INT. OFFICES OF THE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER – NIGHT15

The doctored email arrives in a Journalists inbox.

INT. STARBUCKS. ST PANCREAS STATION – DAY16

The station clock shows 2:00PM. Shreeves is waiting for the 
arrival of the journalist. THE JOURNALIST arrives, after some 
business talk Shreeves hands him the USB stick. She is 
unaware that his is not the journalist she was expecting.

EXT. ST PANCREAS STATION – DAY17

The Journalist hands the USB stick over to Brookes. He isn’t 
the journalist.

INT. STARBUCKS. ST PANCREAS STATION – DAY18

The station clock shows 3:00PM. The REAL JOURNALIST arrives 
to find an empty table with two empty coffee cups on it.

INT. CHIEF CONSTABLE’S OFFICE – DAY19

Shreeves stands in shamed silence as the Chief Constable 
slides the USB stick across his desk. 

CONTINUED:11
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He gives her a choice: be dishonourably dismissed from the 
force, or face trial and certain imprisonment. How far will 
she go to prove her moral stance?

INT. LOBBY. NEW SCOTLAND YARD – DAY20

Shreeves stands alone. Other officers make derisory and 
hostile sideways glances at her. She straightens her jacket, 
takes a deep breath and walk out of the building into…

EXT. NEW SCOTLAND YARD – DAY21

- Flash bulbs popping, journalists jostling for position. A 
media circus. Shreeves fights her way through towards a 
waiting taxi.

FADE TO WHITE

EXT. LISBOA DOCKS, PORTUGAL – NIGHT22

THREE WEEKS AGO

Ibrahim Ali (now 41) is working dockside, loading and 
checking CARGO CONTAINERS on to THE TANKER (from episodes 1 
and 2). A claxton sounds – it’s the end of his shift. He 
heads for the washroom, laughing and joking with his FELLOW 
WORKERS.

INT. ALI’S FAMILY APARTMENT – NIGHT24

Ibrahim arrives home. It’s a small but clean modern one 
bedroom apartment, furniture is sparse. His pregnant wife is 
setting up the sofa bed for their now teenaged son. We spend 
a few minutes of domestic life with them.

EXT. LISBOA DOCKS, PORTUGAL – DAY25

Ibrahim arrives for work. As he crosses towards the Tanker a 
CO-WORKER calls him over into a warehouse.

INT. WAREHOUSE – CONTINIOUS26

Ibrahim is pinned to the wall by one of the Al-Qaeda 
Operatives from JFK Airport on the morning of 9/11.

They want Ibrahim to get them access to the Tanker. 
Otherwise… they point outside to a van, it’s back door is 
ajar...

INT. VAN – DAY27

Ibrahim’s wife and son are bound and gagged in the back.

INT. DOCK OFFICE – NIGHT28

Ibrahim breaks in and steals some identification papers.

CONTINUED:19
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EXT. DECK OF TANKER – NIGHT29

Ibrahim, the Al-Qaeda Operative and THREE MORE AL-QAEDA
MEMBERS show ID papers to a SECURITY GUARD. Ibrahim is 
nervous. The papers check out and he lets them pass.

INT. CARGO BAY 4 – NIGHT30

Ibrahim is forced to assist the Al-Qaeda group in dragging a 
heavy box into the cargo bay. They open it – it’s packed with 
Semtex.

Al-Qaeda’s plan is to blow the tanker in Felixstowe and cut 
off the UK’s main import route causing major financial 
disruption.

INT. EMPTY OFFICE. BUENOS AIRES – DAY31

A woman going by the alias of MARIA MONTEZ (53, glamorous, 
LONG BLONDE HAIR) is on a cell phone to David Cromwell in 
London. She is fully prepared to come fly over to testify 
about the illegally laundered £312 million. Arrangements are 
made.

The call finishes and we discover that Brookes is also in the 
room. He is satisfied with her performance so far and hands 
her an envelope of money – the other half comes later.

Brookes’ smartphone pings a picture message: It shows Ibrahim
and the Al-Qaeda operatives bording the Tanker. Brookes
immediately phones to arrange a flight to Europe as Montez
pulls on a SHORT DARK WIG.

INT. JORGE NEWBERY AIRFIELD. BUENOS AIRES – NIGHT32

(Re-run of same scene in episode 1) Montez is handed her 
BOARDING PASS. She looks up at the departures board: LONDRES
HEATHROW – EMBARQUE

As she heads off, Brookes crosses the concourse to the 
private departures lounge.

INT. 747 – NIGHT33

Montez (in wig) is welcomed aboard by the STEWARD (from 
episode 1) who points her to the seat allocated on her 
boarding pass. Montez walks to her allocated seat and then 
pulls a SECOND BOARDING PASS for a different seat from her 
bag.

INT. 747 WASHROOM – NIGHT34

Montez pulls off the wig and is once again blonde. She turns 
her jacket inside-out, changes her makeup and now looks 
completely different.
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INT. 747 – NIGHT35

Montez sits in her reallocated seat as the STEWARDESS (see 
episode 1 again) pours her a drink. Montez glances across at 
the empty seat where she should be sat and smiles.

EXT. ATLANTIC OCEAN. 50 MILES WEST OF PORTUGESE COAST – NIGHT36

The Tanker cruises northwards.

INT. CREW’S MESS HALL – NIGHT37

Ibrahim is arguing with the Al-Qaeda Operative. He wants to 
know when he gets off the tanker and gets his family back. 
Other crew members spill into the hall and queue for their 
meals.

Ibrahim is told that there is one more job he must help with…

EXT. DECK OF TANKER – NIGHT38

The Al-Qaeda Operative opens the door to A CONTAINER, inside 
are AUTOMATIC HANDGUNS. His distributes these to the other 
operative and Ibrahim – who wants no part in what is to 
follow.

INT. BRIDGE OF TANKER – NIGHT39

The door bursts open and two armed Al-Qaeda operatives jump 
and seize control by herding the BRIDGE CREW into a corner. 
They force the CAPTAIN to lock the auto navigation systems or 
they will kill a crew member.

INT. CARGO BAY 4 – NIGHT40

The ENTIRE CREW of the Tanker are herded into the middle of 
the cargo bay.

EXT. DECK OF TANKER – NIGHT41

The Al-Qaeda Operative and Ibrahim pull a MOTOR LAUNCH from 
the open cargo container. Machine gun fire rings out from 
within the Tanker.

The other operatives appear on deck – their task is complete.

The Motor Launch is thrown overboard and the operatives leap 
in after it leaving Ibrahim and the Operative on deck. 
Ibrahim is about to leap but the Operative stops him – 
there’s no room for Ibrahim in the launch. Instead he is 
handcuffed to a railing.

The Al-Qaeda Operative leaps overboard to join his 
colleagues.
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EXT. DECK OF TANKER – THREE HOURS LATER42

It’s lashing down with rain. Ibrahim’s wrist is red raw with 
trying to break free of the handcuffs. Suddenly blinding 
spotlights beam down onto the deck. Helicopters circle 
overhead. Ibrahim ducks into the shadows and pulls even 
harder at his handcuffed wrist – a bolt on the railings moves 
a fraction!

INT. TANKER CORRIDOR – NIGHT43

Now we’re running alongside the action of episode 1 – end of 
Act I…

Ibrahim runs along the corridor but there are voices ahead – 
those of Brookes and the CHIEF COAST GUARD. Ibrahim has 
nowhere to run.

INT. CARGO BAY 4 – NIGHT44

The locking wheel on the large bulkhead door spins and the 
huge heavy door swings open. Brookes steps in to the huge 
empty bay. He looks around a wry smile crosses his mouth.

Chief Coast Guard jumps through the door and is stopped in 
his tracks…

The wall of the cargo bay is packed with Semtex – enough to 
rip a hole and sink the container. And in the middle of the 
bay lie the bodies of the entire crew. Blood flows all over 
the place.

On the floor is a ticking clock:

01:23:11… 01:23:10…

The Chief Coast Guard orders an evacuation of the tanker – 
but Brookes over rules him. The Coast Guard demands to know 
who he is dealing with… Brookes: ‘We’re the people in the 
shadows who keep the country safe’ and right now Brookes
realises that this means stopping the tanker detonating at 
Felixstowe.

INT. CARGO BAY 4 - NIGHT46

Chief Coast Guard brings in some tools.

Brookes examines the timer… This is going to be tricky and 
very, very delicate…

EXT. FELIXSTOWE HARBOUR – DAWN48

The Tanker cruises into the harbour.

INT CARGO BAY 4 – DAWN49

The timer is in pieces but still going. Brookes works nimbly 
with his only hand, removing panels and components.
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Chief Coast Guard rushes in: they’ve unlocked the navigation 
system and have just enough time to divert away from the 
coastline – but they’ll still be in the harbour area in six 
minutes time.

A panicked few minutes until finally Brookes reaches the 
final wire: 00:02:36… 00:02:35… Snip! 00:02:34… 00:02:33… --:-
-:--… --:--:--…

It’s disarmed!

INT. BRIDGE OF TANKER – DAY51

Chief Coast Guard and Brookes plan to bring a Royal Navy team 
on board to get the Tanker into dock. Brookes checks the crew 
manifest – twelve crew members, all murdered. Twelve!   He 
thinks back to Cargo Bay 4… There were thirteen bodies!   He 
heads off to Cargo Bay 4 – fast!

INT. CARGO BAY 4 – DAY52

From the pile of dead bodies – movement. Ibrahim, covered in 
the blood of the murdered crew crawls out.

INT. TANKER CORRIDOR – DAY53

Ibrahim runs along the corridor – then a calm voice from 
behind stops him… Brookes: ‘You never let me thank you, 
Ibrahim’. The decade long chase is over.

INT. HEATHROW. CONCOURSE – DAY54

Shreeves barefoot, shoes in hand runs past holiday makers. A 
guard approaches her - she flashes a fake Border Agency ID 
card. She scans the arrivals board:

BUENOS AIRES ... ARRIVED55

She doesn’t notice a blonde business woman walk past her. A 
woman who used to be called Maria Montez.

EXT. FELIXSTOWE DOCKS – TWELVE HOURS LATER56

The Tanker is docked.

Brookes phone pings a message: BRIGADOON SIM #562889 
REACTIVATED

Brookes: ‘Moyes you arsehole’

INT. SHREEVES' HOUSEBOAT – DAY57

SCANLAN BROWN is watching Shreeves slide a SIM (using a 
tissue) into a reader connected to a laptop. A moment later a 
message appears on screen:

Br-9aD0-n

CONTINUED:49
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EXT. BRIGADOON – DAY58

We’re in a bombed out English village in the middle of an MOD 
testing site. Amongst the decaying stone church and Post 
Office is a second temporary village built from cargo 
containers.

Ibrahim is dragged from a black Range Rover into the one such 
container with a huge ‘4’ sprayed on its door – his new 
prison cell. From the corner of his eye he sees a woman and 
child being escorted between containers for a happy moment he 
thinks it is his own wife and son. It isn’t. It’s LOUISE and 
JAMIE BROWN.

A black Range Rover pulls up driven by Brookes followed by a 
dozen lorries and cranes. ‘This site has been breached – we 
move out now.’   Why?   - Because every person in Brigadoon 
is a threat to national security who might yet come in 
useful.

A supervisor asks if they should landscape out the area to 
get rid of the indentations of the cargo containers. Brookes
thinks a moment: ‘no, but post somebody on the door of Bay 4 
back at the tanker – we’re inviting visitors.’

INT. TANKER CORRIDOR – DAWN59

There is a dull hollow boom!   The locking wheel of the door 
to Cargo Bay 4 shudders and a wedged in crowbar falls to the 
ground. The wheel rotates and unlocks, the door swings open 
and Shreeves and Brown make good their escape (as per episode 
1).

INT. BRIDGE OF TANKER – DAWN60

Brookes and a NAVY CAPTAIN are discussing the unusual nature 
of the Tanker. It travels the world under the guise of a 
merchant ship but the bow section is designed to allow secure 
transport of the prison containers to anywhere in the world. 
A CREW MEMBER rushes in - they’ve escaped. Brookes wants to 
question Shreeves, but Brown…

EXT. HIGH DECK – DAY61

Direct lift from episode 1:

Felixstowe docks vanish in the distance. It’s the highest 
deck on the tanker. The end of the line for Shreeves and 
Brown – they are surrounded.

After a struggle Shreeves manages to get a text message sent 
and hurls the phone overboard. She is taken into custody 
while CHIEF MARSH orders Brown to be thrown over the side.

Brookes steps onto the deck – did she send a message or not?   
Nobody can be sure. 
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They must assume she did but it’s too late: ‘£312 million 
lost when it should have been spent setting up an overseas 
defence system. I think it’s cheaper and safer to keep Ms
Shreeves with us’.

EXT. BIRKENHEAD DOCKS – EVENING62

TWO DAYS LATER

Direct lift from episode 2:

Brown bundles Shreeves into the back of Cromwell’s parked 
Lexus. Cromwell is leading his media circus towards the cargo 
ship. He glances towards his Lexus to see Brown give him a 
thumbs up.

INT. CARGO SHIP. BRIDGE – EVENING64

The Captain and the Amputee look on at the TV news channel: 
Their ship dominates the screen as Cromwell explains what is 
wrong with modern industry: ‘it’s the only ship here, where 
are our exports?’

Brookes turns to the Captain: ‘I think it’s time we made Mr
Cromwell aware of who he’s actually dealing with’.

INT. LONDON UNDERGROUND TRAIN – LATE NIGHT65

TODAY

The carriage is empty except for invited guest: Brookes, 
JAMES INNES (late 60s, well groomed) and JAMES DEANLIN MP. 
They have a shared problem: David Cromwell and his team. They 
are causing too much disruption to a plan that will create a 
civil war in North Korea and quickly allow for western – 
mainly UK – companies to expand as the rebuilt country moves 
to a consumerist economy. Iraq and Afghanistan where the 
trial runs – this time it will all happen within a twelve 
month window. But Cromwell will stop this if he is allowed to 
become leader of the Labour Party and possible PM.

Brookes says his superiors have no interest in overseas 
development but would still like to see Cromwell neutralised. 
Deanlin has a plan to politically destroy Cromwell – but 
he’ll need to produce some evidence at an upcoming committee 
inquiry.

Innes questions why he is even here?   Brookes: ‘Because I’m 
going to find out which side you’re on’.

The train stops, doors slide open and Brookes walks out. His 
phone pings a picture message: a battered satellite.

CONTINUED:61
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